
A French Netflix Must-Watch to Understand French Culture:
L’Agence

Salut!

A friend of mine told me that there’s another series trending internationally on Netflix that’s set in France.

Perhaps you’ve heard of it? It’s called “The Parisian Agency: Exclusive Properties” in English (or “L’Agence: L’immobilier de luxe en famille” in

French.)

Well, I sat down to watch it and I was delighted to see that this series gives a real, authentic view into French culture and the everyday lives of a

French family — unlike other Netflix series, like Emily in Paris, that may be set in France but is very stereotypical and clearly created for an

American audience.

It’s still a “reality” show – it’s scripted, it’s produced, and it’s a giant advertisement for the Kretz real estate agency. And the family and their clients

are all much wealthier than most French people, buying and selling homes that the average French person could never afford.

And yet, it’s very obvious that this is a French series that was created for a French audience.

They really dress and speak and act like the real French people that I know, with the real everyday spoken French that I cover here in Comme une

Française. It is SO French! And that can help you a lot with practicing speaking and understanding real everyday French.

Let’s see what I mean, with a specific scene together.

C’est parti.
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1) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : The Scene
2) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : Full Subtitles
3) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : Vocabulary
4) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : Pronunciation
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1) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : The Scene
Here’s a scene in the first episode of the second season of the show.

The context is a family working together:

– The family is preparing a party for Majo, the grandmother’s, birthday. (She’s not in the scene.)

– Martin just came back from a business trip in Lisboa for work, and goes back to work with his brothers.

– One of them, Valentin, is working both on making a video for Majo, and closing a deal with clients.

– Their mother Sandrine is working with her husband in the background.
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They’re speaking real fast spoken French, with edits from the show, so it’s as if you were dropped in a real French conversation.

Don’t worry if you don’t get everything – or even if you don’t understand much. We’ll break it down later.

What can you understand on the first watching on the scene, at full speed without subtitles?

2) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : Full Subtitles
Here are the full subtitles for the scene, that I introduce gradually in the video lesson.

For each line, you’ll find:

– The written version of the sentence.

– The actual way they pronounce it (when it’s not the same), with “eaten” letters replaced with apostrophes.

– The English translation.

I’ll give you a vocabulary and pronunciation guide just below that!

Full subtitles:
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– Vous avez eu le temps de bosser sur la vidéo pour l’anniversaire de Majo, ou pas ?
– Vous avez eu le temps d’bosser sur la vidéo pour l’anniversaire de Majo, ou pas ?
– Did you have time to work on the video for Majo’s birthday, or not?

– On est tombés sur les archives, avec ça de poussière dessus…
– On est tombés sur les archives, avec ça d’poussière dessus…
– We found the archives, with this amount of dust on top…

Des vieilles photos magnifiques.
Old photos, amazing.

On a tout ajouté au montage, enfin c’est canon.
On a tout ajouté au montage, ‘fin c’est canon.
We added everything in the editing, I mean it’s fantastic.

– Moi j’ai rien vu, hein, vous m’avez caché ça.
– I didn’t see anything, right, you hid it from me.

– Bah nan tu verras en direct. Il est où mon ordi, en revanche ?
– Bah nan tu verras en direct. Il est où mon ordi, en r’vanche ?
– Well no, you’ll see it live. Where’s my computer, though?

– On l’a revendu, on était sur le point de revendre ta chaise.
– On l’a r’vendu, on était sur le point d’revendre ta chaise.
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– We sold it, we were just about to sell off your chair.

– Je suis viré là, c’est ça ?
– Chuis viré là, c’est ça ?
– I’m fired now, is that it?

– Qui va à la chasse perd sa place, hein, Martin.
– “You shouldn’t have left your seat”, Martin!

– Faudrait savoir ce que vous voulez, hein. Vous me reteniez pour pas que
je parte à Lisbonne, maintenant vous voulez me virer.
– Faudrait savoir c’que vous voulez, hein. Vous m’reteniez pour pas qu’je parte à Lisbonne, maintenant vous voulez me virer.
– You should make up your mind, then. You didn’t want me to go to Lisboa, now you want to lay me off.

– Nan mais prends le mien parce que je dois y aller de toute façon.
– Nan mais prends l’mien parce que j’dois y aller d’façon.
– No but take mine, because I have to go anyway.

– Tu vas où ?
– Where are you going?

– J’ai rendez-vous à la maison avec Flavien et Maud. Le propriétaire doit nous appeler, sur l’appartement où ils sont positionnés pour nous donner
sa réponse.
– I have a meeting at the house with Flavien and Maud. The owner is supposed to call, about the flat where they made an offer, to give us his
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answer.

– Là tout de suite ?
– Right now?

– Ouais, tout de suite là. Et je voulais le faire avec eux, c’est plus sympa.
Et puis je reviens après pour l’anniversaire.
– Ouais, tout de suite là. Et j’voulais l’faire avec eux, c’est plus sympa.
Et puis j’reviens après pour l’anniversaire.
– Yeah, right now. And I wanted to do that with them, it’s more fun this way. And then I come back for the birthday party.

– Sois pas en retard, hein, ce soir !
– Sois pas en r’tard, hein, ce soir !
– Don’t be late, tonight!

– Nan, t’inquiète, je fais vite.
– No, don’t worry, I’ll be quick.

– N’arrive pas après Majo !
– [N’] Arrive pas après Majo !
– Don’t arrive after Majo!

– Ouais. Allez bye, à toute !
– OK bye, see you soon!
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3) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The
Parisian Agency” : Vocabulary
Did you hear some fun real French vocabulary?

They use everyday informal French, like:

“Bosser” (= Travailler) = To work
“Canon” (= Magnifique) = Beautiful
“Viré” (= Renvoyé) = Fired, laid off

Some vocabulary that you might not know:

Un montage = An edit (video)
En direct = Live (broadcast)
On était sur le point de… = We were just about to…

And a cute expression that any French child knows:

Qui va à la chasse perd sa place ! = Literally, “Who goes hunting loses their place.”

Qui va à la chasse perd sa place probably
comes from the XVIIIth Century French
sport / game of “le jeu de paume” (= “game of
the palm”, precursor of tennis, played with
the hand). When the ball hit the spot called
“chasse”, the players had to switch places.

https://fr.wiktionary.org/wiki/qui_va_%C3%A0_la_chasse_perd_sa_place
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It’s used as “If you leave your seat, someone will take it.”

It sounds good because it rhymes!

Finally, I really want to take a second on one specific sentence:

“Il est où mon ordi, en revanche ?”
= “Where’s my computer, though?”

“En revanche” means “However.” It does NOT mean “in revenge” (the literal

meaning)! It’s a bit formal and elegant, because they’re still educated.

Mon ordi is short for Mon ordinateur (= My computer.) French people, especially

Parisian people, love to cut syllables to speak faster! We’ll see that in depth in the

next section.

“Il est où mon ordi ?” is informal grammar for “Où est mon ordi ?” But using the

correct grammar here would sound a bit too formal. In everyday life, we don’t

really do the inversion of subject and verb to ask a question!
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4) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : Pronunciation
Informal French pronunciation:

Oui → “Ouais”
Non → “Nan”

The Kertz speak real everyday spoken French. And that’s fast! They eat a lot of vowels and letters, and sometimes whole words, like we do in

everyday French. That’s how we can say:

“À toute” (= À tout de suite) = See you in a moment
“T’façon” (= De toute façon) = Anyway
“T’inquiète” (= Ne t’inquiète pas) = Don’t worry
“ ‘Fin” (= Enfin) = Well / Finally / Long story short
“Arrive pas après Majo” (= N’arrive pas après Majo) = Don’t get here after Majo does.

Click here to learn more:

Spoken French Rules — Can you drop the “Ne”?

They also systematically eat the vowel in all one-syllable words in “-e”. Even before a consonant!

So we have:

https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/spoken-french-ne
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De → d’ + word (= “of”)

Ce → c’ + word [sounds like “ss”] (= “this”)

Me → M’ + word (= “to me”)

Que → Qu’ + word (= “so that”)

Or in context (see the subtitles above for the complete sentences):

de bosser → d’bosser
de poussière → d’poussière
ce que vous voulez → c’que vous voulez
Vous me reteniez pour pas que je parte → Vous m’reteniez pour pas qu’je parte

It’s especially egregious for “Je” :

Je fais → J’fais

Je dois → J’dois

Je suis → J’suis / “Chuis”

That’s something that always happens in real spoken French. Now you won’t be surprised when you hear it!

Another, more subtle eating of letters is when a word begins with “re” : the “e” often gets eaten (especially in this scene) :

Word in “Re-” → R’ + rest of the word

En revanche → “En r’vanche”
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En retard → “En r’tard”

Revendu → “R’vendu”

Finally, at one point, Martin tries to go further, in:

Maintenant vous voulez me virer. (= And now you want to fire me.)

It’s the punchline of his joke, so he wants to deliver it fast. And it almost seems like he (tried to) cut the “vous”, like “Maint’nant v’voulez m’virer.”

What do you hear?

(Tell me in the comments!)

5) Understanding Fast Spoken French with “The Parisian Agency” : Process
In the video lesson above, I lead you into watching the scene five times:

First time: full speed, no subtitles
→ What do you understand?
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Second time: 0.75 speed, no subtitles
→ What more did you catch?

Third time: 0.75 speed, with French subtitles
→ Which words did you not understand? Look up their translation and write them down.

Fourth time: 0.75 speed, with English subtitles (and French if possible)
→ What did you misunderstand before? Which translation surprised you?

Fifth time: Normal speed, no subtitles (like the first time!)
→ Check that you understood everything. Revisit the words you didn’t hear, or the strange pronunciation!

Now that was a few minutes of work, on one scene. But if there’s one thing you should take from this lesson, it’s that you can do that work

yourself.

Whenever you take time in your day to practice French, you can take a scene of a French movie or TV show that you like. And break it down, until

you’re fully confident in your comprehension and pronunciation.

But I’d also like to make a lesson on this show in general. I have a lot more to say about the way they talk, the way they dress and how the show is a

good depiction of real French culture.

Tell me if you’d like to see that lesson someday soon!

For now, click on a link to find your next step towards understanding real spoken French:
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French Listening Practice with “Amélie”

How to Understand Spoken French with ‘Call My Agent’ on Netflix

Understand Fast Spoken French with Netflix’s ‘Call My Agent’

Understanding Fast Spoken French: Unpronounced letters

Understanding Spoken French — Missing Letters?

Essentials of Spoken French – Cutting the “e”

À tout de suite.
I’ll see you in the next video!

→ If you enjoyed this lesson (and/or learned something new) – why not share this lesson with a francophile friend? You can talk about it
afterwards! You’ll learn much more if you have social support from your friends :)

→ Double your Frenchness! Get my 10-day “Everyday French Crash Course” and learn more spoken French for free. Students love it! Start now
and you’ll get Lesson 01 right in your inbox, straight away.

Click here to sign up for my FREE Everyday French Crash Course

https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/french-listening-practice-amelie
https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/how-to-understand-spoken-french-call-my-agent
https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/spoken-french-call-my-agent
https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/fast-spoken-french-cutting-letters
https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/spoken-french-eating-letters
https://www.commeunefrancaise.com/blog/spoken-french-essentials-cutting-e
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